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ESTATE MANAGEMENT

WE SHARE YOUR DESIRE FOR PERFECTION.
Our Estate Management team – comprised of skilled construction, building and systems diagnostic professionals –
provides optimal preventative maintenance and timely, proficient care of your home with a white glove level of
service. BCB Homes proudly supports the Estate Management team in our commitment to preserving your home
and protecting your investment.

Your fully customizable home inspection
and maintenance program can include:
■

■

Customized home inspections—a visual analysis by trained
eyes to spot potential problems with the structure, systems
and outdoor spaces
Roof systems— a comprehensive, 70-point assessment
on the integrity of all roof features

■

Windows and doors—a check on hardware and repairs if needed

■

Air conditioning systems—routine inspections for the most

common issues that diminish HVAC performance and reliability
■

■

Audio/video, electrical and lighting control—checks to ensure
all your electrical components and low-voltage systems are
in excellent working order
Grounds and structure—thorough routine checks on pool/spa,
gates, docks, boat lifts and your home’s exterior envelope

OUR ESTATE CHECKLIST
Home Inspections

Dock & Lift Maintenance

Landscape Maintenance

Generator Maintenance

Pool/Spa/Fountain Services

Elevator Services

HVAC Systems Maintenance

Interior Door & Shower Door Maintenance

Roof Cleaning

Garage Door Maintenance

Window & Door Inspection & Maintenance

Electrical & Lighting Control Maintenance

Audio/Video, Low Voltage & Home Automation Service

Interior & Exterior Window Cleaning

Dryer Vent Cleaning

Hurricane Preparation

Pest Control Services

For more information or a detailed explanation of the above services, please call James Jones at 239.384.5858.

ABOUT BCB HOMES
Originating in Naples, BCB Homes has built and remodeled exceptional homes in the area’s
most prestigious communities since 1993. With over 300 clients in these luxury communities,
BCB Homes has proven to be a resilient, enduring company that is committed to making the
building experience enjoyable and effortless.
Our commitment to setting new standards on quality has routinely been recognized by our
peers and industry organizations. Recent honors include over a dozen awards—Product
Design of the Year Over $16M among them—for a custom home in Naples’ prestigious
waterfront community of Port Royal.
We build and remodel homes of all sizes and scopes, as well as remedy issues that vintage
homes might need such as remedying roof leaks, replacing windows or testing A/C performance.
Above all, we take great pride in our legacy of client support throughout the building process,
from basics like finish selection to addressing enhancements after move-in.
For more, visit BCBHomes.com.
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